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GOAL

The topic is inspired by some useful applications of GAN to assist designing works. We use a cycleGAN network to obtain "fake" images from some input real images, namely, transfer a hand bag to a backpack and vice versa.

DATA

The data we used to train our cycleGAN network are downloaded from Google Images, in total 950 images for backpacks and 760 for handbags. They are colored but not normalized, we normalized them in program.

FEATURES

GANs are unsupervised learning algorithms. The cycleGAN network we used can automatically learn features combining many aspects properly such as colors, lines and corners of input images.

MODELS

We use a cycleGAN network to generate "Deep Fakes". CycleGAN combines two GAN networks together and use 2 loss functions: adversarial loss to ensure the ability to generate reasonable fake images and cycle-consistency loss to guarantee a individual input is mapped to a desired output.

RESULTS

◆ Handbag: 660 for training and 100 for testing
◆ Backpack: 801 for training and 149 for testing

Error:

We used cycleGAN to transfer handbags to backpacks and vice versa. The results we got are relatively satisfying, with no obvious unreasonable distortions appearing. This is because the introduced cycle-consistency loss can keep the transfer process running in a reasonable manner.

APPLICATIONS

Applying batch processing, and downsize the output image to speed up the training process.

POTENTIAL DIRECTIONS

◆ Use the data sets on UC Berkeley’s repository to training our model. Implement transform different object transfiguration, style transfer.
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